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Executive Summary

High confidence in a system's survivability requires an accurate understanding of the system's threat environment and the impact of that environment on system operations. Unfortunately, existing development methods for secure and survivable information systems often have a patchwork approach in which the focus is on deciding which popular security components to integrate rather than making a rational assessment of how to address the attacks that are likely to compromise the overall mission. This preliminary report proposes an intrusion-aware design (IAD) model called trustworthy refinement through intrusion-aware design (TRIAD). TRIAD enables information system engineers to use known and hypothesized attack patterns to iteratively improve and continually maintain system survivability, even as the system and threat environment evolve over time. The model helps engineers understand complex interactions among the information system, its mission, and its threat environment at all levels of system architectural refinement. Information systems include any combination of information technology and people's activities for using that technology to support operations, management, and decision-making. We focus primarily on large-scale, highly distributed, and inter-networked information systems, such as Internet-based applications.

TRIAD focuses on patterns of attack and strategies for surviving attack at an architectural level to avoid getting overwhelmed by the details of individual component vulnerabilities or piecemeal security solutions. We focus on malicious attacks, rather than non-malicious failures or accidents, because of the increasing sophistication, frequency, and severity of such attacks and the inadequacy of existing approaches for dealing with them. Where available, TRIAD promotes using available security and survivability building blocks to help prevent, monitor, detect, and respond dynamically to likely intrusions. We consider both technological and procedural building blocks, since individual technological solutions to specific survivability problems may be unavailable, too immature, or too costly for the organization building the system. TRIAD facilitates planning for the inevitable change to the threat and operational environment and helps trace the effects of change back to the survivability requirements and architecture.

Survivable systems development is a domain in which the optimal refinement strategy is very unclear during the early stages of system design, particularly where unbounded, network-based systems are involved. Much experimentation and analysis is needed before a solution can be found with an acceptably small degree of residual risk of mission failure. We thus adopt the structure and philosophy of Boehm's spiral model as the basis for TRIAD. Each iteration of TRIAD gradually refines the system architecture based on the whiteboard prototyping, risk analysis, and risk mitigation of any previous iteration. This iteration permits ad-
justments and corrections to be made to the requirements, architecture, or resulting risks based on new experience and evidence.

The spiral structure of TRIAD proceeds through three sectors:

(I) Architectural Strategy – This sector derives justifiable system survivability requirements and high-level conceptual architecture from the need to ensure mission success despite penetrations and compromises.

(II) Architectural Instantiation – This sector refines the technical architecture within the constraints set by the conceptual architecture by identifying and integrating the critical technical building blocks.

(III) Environmental Analysis – This sector represents the threat environment and analyzes its impact on system operation, including the system’s ability to carry out its mission successfully.

Whereas Sector I activities proceed primarily top-down from the overall mission, Sector II activities proceed primarily bottom-up by identifying survivability primitives to instantiate the conceptual architecture. The combination of the conceptual architecture, produced in Sector I, and the technical architecture, produced in Sector II, constitute the system’s survivability architecture. Sector III activities ensure that the threat environment is considered consistently through all iterations of architectural refinement. The refinement and analysis on which TRIAD is based uses generic, reusable information that should make the overall process affordable and efficient. This report illustrates a detailed instantiation of TRIAD that shows how one might initiate the process, followed by iteration through the sector activities, and completing when an acceptable degree of residual risk is determined. A similar illustrative model could be developed for enhancing an already existing architecture into one with improved survivability properties.

TRIAD does not deal specifically with many issues required of a comprehensive system development life cycle. Developers will need to resolve these issues to incorporate TRIAD into their system development and maintenance process. We believe that mission-related survivability requirements must be used to determine the overall shape of the architecture and must, therefore, be the focus of the initial iterations of the design process. Functions or properties required or desired that do not contribute to the mission must fit within the parameters defined by the survivability architecture and must not significantly lower the confidence that the system owners have in that architecture. This report outlines two approaches for incorporating TRIAD into a comprehensive system development life cycle, as a separate up-front mini-spiral or by more fully integrating design activities into the life-cycle process. A detailed approach of how to do this depends largely on the details of the system problem domain and the development environment, and is beyond the scope of this report.

Although the model described in this report presents only a broad-brush sketch of IAD activities, it provides a starting point for the further refinement, experimentation, and validation of
an approach to exploit knowledge of intruder behavior to improve system architecture design and operations. In the near term, we plan to continue to explore the viability of and refine TRIAD through its application to the focused analysis of very specific problem situations. Each example will involve the identification of a specific problem situation, a TRIAD analysis and mitigation of that situation, and a characterization of the improvement gained through the analysis and mitigation. By focusing on specific problems in a diverse set of narrow domains, we expect to get quick feedback on the efficacy, flexibility, and scalability of the model and insights into how to improve it.

Later work will involve a full-scale application of TRIAD to demonstrate its scalability to more complex problems. TRIAD targets systems where there should be tighter integration between the security and system architectures. TRIAD demonstrations could target

- a new system in the early phases of development
- an existing system where there are significant survivability reengineering issues
- an ongoing development where TRIAD could document and analyze the tradeoffs between the system and security architectures

Demonstrations will require assembling TRIAD activities and structures into a working system development life-cycle model appropriate to the application domain and development environment. In addition to refining TRIAD based on the full-scale application, we plan to develop a tutorial for its use, with relevant examples, and initiate transition of the technology to an interested organization. Documentation of these TRIAD case studies and a detailed set of guidelines for TRIAD’s application in varied settings should help make a compelling case for the model’s use and transition. Ultimately, with evidence of its efficacy, we expect that TRIAD will be integrated with more comprehensive life-cycle models for the development and maintenance of high-confidence systems.
Abstract

High confidence in a system’s survivability requires an accurate understanding of the system’s threat environment and the impact of that environment on system operations. Unfortunately, existing development methods for secure and survivable information systems often have a patchwork approach in which the focus is on deciding which popular security components to integrate rather than making a rational assessment of how to address the attacks that are likely to compromise the overall mission. This report proposes an intrusion-aware design model called trustworthy refinement through intrusion-aware design (TRIAD). TRIAD enables information system engineers to use known and hypothesized attack patterns to iteratively improve and continually maintain system survivability, even as the system and threat environment evolve over time.
1 Introduction

High confidence in a system's survivability requires an accurate understanding of the system's threat environment and the impact of that environment on system operations. Unfortunately, existing development methods for secure and survivable information systems often pursue a patchwork approach, deciding which popular security components to integrate, rather than a rational assessment of how to address the attacks that are likely to compromise the overall mission. Reductionist techniques that delve into low-level design and implementation while losing sight of the overall environment are doomed to failure. This preliminary report proposes an intrusion-aware design (IAD) model called trustworthy refinement through intrusion-aware design (TRIAD). TRIAD enables information system engineers to use known and hypothesized attack patterns to iteratively improve and continually maintain system survivability, even as the system and threat environment evolve over time.

TRIAD helps engineers understand complex interactions among the information system, its mission, and its threat environment at all levels of system architectural refinement. Information systems include any combination of information technology and people's activities using that technology to support operations, management, and decision-making. We focus primarily on large-scale, highly distributed, and inter-networked information systems, such as Internet-based applications.¹ Modern computer/network-based information systems typically cross organizational boundaries and have no central administration and no unified security policy. One may not control, or even know the number and nature of, nodes connected to unbounded Internet-based information systems. The distinction between insider and outsider may be dynamic in that a partner for one activity may be a competitor or adversary for another.

Society is becoming increasingly vulnerable to high-impact threats to complex, unbounded systems. TRIAD focuses on patterns of attack and strategies for surviving attack at an architectural level to avoid getting overwhelmed by the details of individual component vulnerabilities or piecemeal security solutions. We focus on malicious attacks, rather than non-malicious failures or accidents, because of the increasing sophistication, frequency, and severity of such attacks and the inadequacy of existing approaches for dealing with them. We focus on attacks that are likely with respect to the system of interest, rather than on all attacks that are theoretically possible, to ensure cost efficiency and relevancy of TRIAD application and the solutions that it promotes. Where available, the model promotes using available secu-

¹ Henceforth, unless otherwise indicated, our use of the term "system" specifically refers to such a large-scale, highly distributed, inter-networked information system, which includes both information technology and its operational context in combination.
rity and survivability building blocks to help prevent, monitor, detect, and respond dynamically to likely intrusions. We consider both technological and procedural building blocks, since individual technological solutions to specific survivability problems may be unavailable, too immature, or too costly for the organization building the system.

TRIAD facilitates planning for the inevitable change to the threat and operational environment and helps trace the effects of change back to the survivability requirements and architecture. In particular, we require traceability of the architectural solutions back to the intrusions that they are supposed to address. Traceability documentation is essential for system modifications caused by changes in the organization's risk profile, the appearance of new attack patterns, the availability of new technology supporting both functional and security requirements, and changes in the underlying work processes that impact the vulnerability and risk analysis.

This report uses a broad brush to sketch the primary elements, key relationships, and supporting techniques of TRIAD. The model does not represent the whole development process, but only that part having to do with architectural refinement and only from the perspective of survivability. In particular, we do not represent those parts of the process needed to refine more general system function or to consider other quality attributes in addition to survivability. Nevertheless, this model serves as a starting point for the further refinement, experimentation, and validation of an approach to exploit knowledge of intruder behavior to improve system architecture design and operations.

1.1 Background

Developers in many engineering disciplines rely on engineering failure data to improve their designs. Imagine the result if bridge builders had ignored the lessons learned from the torsional oscillations that caused the Tacoma Narrows Bridge to collapse. Or if ship builders had ignored the lessons learned about inadequate lifeboat space and manning that allowed the great loss of life when the Titanic sank. Engineering success requires that we also learn from the less famous disasters. The aerospace community, for example, has institutionalized a means for learning from air traffic accidents that has resulted in very low risk of death during air travel, despite its inherent hazards. Successful architects design structures to survive known faults in building materials, construction methods, and the environment.

Businesses and governments have historically been reluctant to disclose information about security failures, i.e., intrusions, on their systems for fear of losing public confidence or for fear that other attackers would exploit the same or similar vulnerabilities. However, increased public interest and media coverage of the Internet's security problems have resulted in in-
creased publication of attack data in books, Internet newsgroups, and CERT\textsuperscript{\textregistered} security advisories, for example. Unfortunately, information system developers are using information on security failures, i.e., intrusions, in only a reactive way, to patch systems that they have already fielded, and even then in a very incomplete and inefficient manner [Arbaugh 00]. Information systems being built and managed today are prone to the same or similar vulnerabilities that have plagued them for years.

Exacerbating this problem is the increased dependence on extremely complex, internetworked systems. The complexity and openness of these systems to the general public increases the exposure and vulnerability to malicious activity. The result is that increasingly sophisticated attacks are exploiting exposed vulnerabilities at an alarming rate. As seen by recent Internet worms and viruses released (e.g., Melissa, Love Letter, Code Red, Nimda), attackers share tools and knowledge to amplify their capability [CERT 02]. Each attack method builds off the knowledge, experience, and code of the previous attack method, which ironically makes the attack (virus, worm, etc.) more survivable as a result. Increasingly sophisticated tools currently available permit relatively inexperienced individuals to execute very sophisticated attacks.

In addition, we have seen such attacks escalate with the intensity of political conflicts, such as the war in Kosovo, the tensions between the United States and China, and the conflict between India and Pakistan [Vatis 01]. While these attacks are often in the form of embarrassing Web site defacements, attackers are starting to surreptitiously target the perceptions of users, such as the attempts to modify the content of major news publications or company press releases. We are seeing increasingly stealthy attacks that fly “under the radar” of existing intrusion detection systems (e.g., a single probe executed once per day). Attacks that fly “over the radar” of intrusion detection systems, such as social engineering and physical attacks, need to be taken as seriously as technological attacks [Anderson 01]. In general, attacks can target a system’s internal users and commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components, as well as external trusted systems and user communities. Attacks by individuals more sophisticated than the average recreational hacker (e.g., industrial spies and international cyberterrorists) are becoming more likely and more difficult to counter.

A solely reactive approach to building and maintaining system security and survivability is doomed to failure, because of practical limits on shrinking the window of exposure of vulnerable systems [Arbaugh 00, Schneier 00a]. In fact, no amount of hardening can ensure that intrusions on unbounded systems do not occur. Survivability is the capability of a system to fulfill its mission by preserving essential services, even when systems are penetrated and compromised. Survivability requires strategies to monitor, detect, and adapt to intrusions to ensure mission success, as well as, to the extent possible, preventing intrusions in the first place. Survivability properties typically emerge from the architectural interaction of system

\textsuperscript{\textregistered} CERT and CERT Coordination Center are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office by Carnegie Mellon University.
components, and therefore must be considered very early in the development process. Considering survivability too late usually results in a system architecture that "hard-codes" mission vulnerabilities, making it too difficult, too costly, or downright impossible to build survivable implementations of that architecture.

TRIAD is built on the premise that a much more proactive use of available attack information is needed to build cost-effective systems that survive attack with high confidence. Building affordable survivability architectures demands understanding the threat environment of the system under construction so that effort is spent on the likely intrusions rather than all possible ones. Attacks may target people, processes, and physical structures, as well as the system technology. Likewise, survivability strategies must allow procedural, physical, and technological remedies to mission vulnerabilities to ensure the viability and affordability of the remedy.

Gaining confidence in a system's survivability requires showing that the system is adequately resilient to likely patterns of attack. The dynamic nature of the intrusion environment demands that TRIAD, and the analysis techniques on which it is based, help discover and hypothesize about new sources and patterns of attack, in addition to known attacks by known adversaries. Unfortunately, much of the available attack information is very detailed in terms of software versions, enterprise-specific configurations, and attacker-specific scripts. Such details have a relatively short life as the attackers create and revise their tools and methods. However, the general patterns of attack are much less variable over time. Attack patterns describe general attack strategies, such as the various forms of denial-of-service attacks, and can be structured so that they can be applied in a variety of contexts [Moore 01]. The CERT Coordination Center's experience analyzing the survivability of real systems across industry and government and collecting actual Internet-based attack data is leading to a more in-depth understanding of attack patterns, trends, and countermeasures [Ellison 99, CERT 02].

1.2 Related Work

A few efforts across industry and government are pursuing research to improve development methods for secure and survivable inter-networked systems of systems with a focus on the threat environment. Neumann provides important insights into and an overview of supporting mechanisms for the development of survivable system architectures [Neumann 00]. The Information Assurance Technical Framework (IATF) provides extensive guidelines for choosing security mechanisms to incorporate into potentially large-scale, mission-critical systems, based on a high-level characterization of the threat and value of information protected [IATF 00]. Another paper outlines a secure system engineering methodology based on a more extensive analysis of the threat environment, and is, therefore, somewhat more aligned with our approach [Salter 98]. Work in the area of intrusion tolerance, which is primarily funded in the United States by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and in Europe through project MAFTIA, generally is intrusion focused and tackles large-scale distributed
systems survivability, but the research has usually ignored non-technical attacks and countermeasures [MAFTIA 02].

While the above work contributes to developing a model for IAD, none of the efforts take advantage of the full potential of exploiting available attack information for improving system survivability. No one that we know of is looking in-depth at the problem of using attack patterns and trends during system architecture refinement to maintain system security and survivability, in a way that copes well with the transient nature of the threat environment. The objective of our work is to address this problem, dealing directly with survivability maintenance as the system mission, architecture, and threat environment change. A great range of work in security risk analysis contributes to our effort, including the areas of adversary modeling, attack specification, vulnerability/threat analysis, security-related taxonomies and databases, impact analysis, and red teaming. Although the volume of work in this area precludes recounting all of the efforts that might contribute to IAD, we talk more about the general lessons learned from this research in later sections of this report.

1.3 Structure of this Report

This report is organized according to the structure of TRIAD. Section 2 provides an overview of the model structure containing three primary sectors of activities: Architectural Strategy, Architectural Instantiation, and Environmental Analysis. A more detailed description of each of these sectors, including a discussion of techniques that support the sector activities, is given in Sections 3 through 5. Section 6 discusses the context for applying TRIAD both in the small, through its instantiation to more specific IAD processes, and in the large, through its incorporation in the larger system development life cycle. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the report and the directions for future work.
2 IAD Model Overview

It is widely accepted that much of system architecting is creative in nature:

Architectural design processes are inherently eclectic and wide-ranging, going abruptly from the intensely creative and individualistic to the more prescribed and routine. While the processes may be eclectic, they can be organized. Of the various organizing concepts, one of the most useful is stepwise progression or "refinement" [Maier 00].

TRIAD was formulated around the central notion of refinement in architecting, which motivated the ‘R’ in TRIAD. Maier goes on to note that the process of system architecting is best "characterized as episodic, with episodes of abstraction reduction alternating with episodes of reflection and purpose expansion" [Maier 00]. To reflect this episodic nature of system architecting, TRIAD adopts the structure and underlying philosophy of the spiral model of system development [Boehm 88, Marmor-Squires 89].

The spiral model is intended for system and software development and enhancement in complex domains with which the developers have little experience, domains where the best (or even a good) direction for system refinement is highly uncertain. Such domains require iterated refinement where each iteration gradually refines the system requirements, design, and implementation based on the experience of any previous iteration. This iteration permits adjustments and corrections to be made in the directions chosen for system refinement based on new evidence such as risk analysis, prototyping, and simulation. The original spiral model proceeds through four quadrants, each quadrant making progress toward improved understanding and refined documentation of the system requirements, design, and/or implementation [Boehm 88]. Like the spiral model, TRIAD is equally applicable to the development of new systems and the enhancement of existing systems.

2.1 Model Structure

Survivable systems development is certainly a domain in which the optimal refinement strategy is very unclear during the early stages of system design, particularly where unbounded, network-based systems are involved. Much experimentation and analysis is needed before a solution can be found with an acceptably small degree of residual risk of mission failure. The spiral structure of TRIAD, which is shown in Figure 1, proceeds through three sectors: (I) Architectural Strategy, (II) Architectural Instantiation, and (III) Environmental Analysis. Although the figure shows only the general structure of the model, a fully instantiated model
involves multiple iterations through these sectors. Consistent with the original spiral model, each iteration gradually refines the system architecture based on the whiteboard prototyping, risk analysis, and risk mitigation of any previous iteration. Progress starts in the middle of the figure in Sector 1 and proceeds along the spiral, the angular dimension of which indicates cumulative progress. An instantiation of the model involves multiple iterations through the sectors, which permits adjustments and corrections to be made to the requirements, architecture, or resulting risks based on new experience and evidence. Subsequent discussion describes the primary activities in each sector. Section 6 illustrates a fully instantiated model.

![Figure 1: TRIAD Overview](image)

The Architectural Strategy sector starts by elaborating the overarching mission of the system under design. Activities in the sector derive justifiable system survivability requirements and high-level conceptual architecture from the need to ensure mission success despite penetrations and compromises. As shown, requirements are derived from a collection of survivability strategies. A survivability strategy is a generic representation of an architectural approach to prevent, monitor, detect, or adapt to some pattern of attack in a specific context. Example strategies include redundancy, diversity, deception, separation, intrusion detection, recovery, and personnel management.

Activities in the Architectural Instantiation sector refine the technical architecture within the constraints set by the conceptual architecture by identifying and integrating the critical technical building blocks. Whereas Sector 1 activities proceeded primarily top-down from the overall mission, this sector's activities proceed primarily bottom-up (or middle-up) by identifying survivability primitives to instantiate the conceptual architecture. A survivability primitive is a generic representation of an architectural building block that is useful in a specific
context to implement some survivability strategy. Example primitives for recovery include restoration from backup and surveillance and apprehension of suspected intruders.

Activities in the Environmental Analysis sector represent the threat environment and analyze its impact on system operation, including its ability to carry out its mission successfully. The threat environment is derived from a collection of attack patterns. An attack pattern is a generic representation of a deliberate, malicious attack that commonly occurs in a specific architectural context. An attack pattern can target people (e.g., social engineering attacks that use a computer virus), the operation of the technology (e.g., distributed denial-of-service attacks), or the context in which people do work (e.g., dumpster-diving attacks).

The distinction between the sectors may not always seem clear, and there is bound to be some overlap, just as there was in the original spiral model. However, we have fairly concrete distinctions between each of the three sectors. The difference between Sector I and Sector II is similar to the difference between requirements and specification. Requirements may describe a general solution strategy, but leave open many design/implementation-level details; a specification makes many of the concrete decisions on how to proceed, often in terms of specific components and connectors. The conceptual architecture, produced in Sector I, describes the system function and structure at a level appropriate for the customer. The technical architecture, produced in Sector II, describes the function and structure of the system at a level of technical detail sufficient to actually build the system. Also Sector I typically refines the architecture top-down from mission objectives, whereas Sector II typically instantiates an architectural concept bottom-up (or middle-up) from available architectural primitives. Both top-down refinement and bottom-up refinement are an essential part of the system development process, and TRIAD supports them explicitly in each iteration. The combination of the conceptual architecture and the technical architecture make up the system's survivability architecture. Finally, Sector III focuses on the analysis of threat and impact given the architectural constraints specified in Sector II, whereas Sector I focuses on the description of requirements to mitigate the resulting risk. Sector III activities ensure that the threat environment is considered consistently through all iterations of architectural refinement.

The essential relationship of the data on which each sector is based is shown in Figure 2. Survivability strategies to ensure mission success suggest the use of specific survivability primitives. These primitives, in turn, have certain vulnerabilities within the context of a system architecture that promotes certain attack patterns. Attack patterns, in turn, suggest the adoption of other survivability strategies. Of course, this results in a never-ending cycle of analysis. The challenge of the intrusion-aware designer is to converge gracefully to a set of survivability strategies that address likely attack patterns in an affordable and effective manner, each member of which is implemented as a set of survivability primitives.
2.2 Sources and Effects of Change

The three sectors of the model represent the three major points at which change can occur: requirements, architecture, and threat environment. A change in requirements may occur through an expansion of the system mission. For example, a military command and control system must now also operate jointly with coalition forces. A change may also require contracting the mission or modifying its fundamental nature. For example, an eBusiness focusing on sales of high-end merchandise may transition to a strategy of high volume discounted sales of lower-end merchandise because of various market pressures.

![Data Relationships Diagram]

Figure 2: Data Relationships

Changes in the system architecture may be procedural or technological in nature. A business may decide to relax hiring practices in response to a highly competitive job market. A technological change may result when an eBusiness expands to physical sales of merchandise at multiple distributed sites. This change would require online inventory management and a level of trust in the workflows between the distributed sites.

Finally, a change in the threat environment may involve new types of attackers that need to be considered, or old types of attackers using new methods. New types of attackers may threaten an eBusiness when, for example, recent news reports publicize the eBusiness’s dealings with unpopular organizations, making its system operations more susceptible to “hactivist” attack. Attackers who were previously considered a threat might take on new relevance when a new class of attack tools is increasingly used to penetrate corporate perimeters and take control of intranet operations.

TRIAD emphasizes the interrelationships between each of the three sectors. Changes in mission objectives may lead directly to changes in system structure to support the modified objectives. Changes in system structure can, in turn, affect the threat environment, for example, through increased exposure. Finally, a change in the threat environment may lead to modified requirements to preserve survivability, and ultimately structural changes to support these requirements. The documentation promoted by our approach promotes traceability between sectors to support continued maintenance of system survivability even after the system is fielded.
The next three sections of this report discuss the activities undertaken in each of the three sectors in more detail. Each sector involves the production of a set of artifacts developed using as input

- the generic survivability and attack information available—i.e., the survivability strategies, survivability primitives, and attack patterns as shown in Figure 1
- the output of any previous sectors’ artifacts as progress is made along the spiral of Figure 1

The set of artifacts produced during the execution of any particular sector along the spiral may only be partially complete. Nevertheless, the set represents the output at that stage of progress and may be used in the activities of the next sector along the spiral. Progress continues until the set of artifacts produced for each sector is final and the level of residual risk determined by the Environmental Analysis sector’s activities is acceptable to the stakeholders involved. The number of iterations of the spiral required for completion is application dependent, but we typically expect convergence on an acceptable solution in two to four iterations.
3 Architectural Strategy Sector

Any successful organization has an implicit or explicit mission that characterizes its primary purpose as a set of high-level objectives. The primary goal of the Architectural Strategy sector (Sector I) is to derive system requirements and a high-level conceptual architecture that promote the survivability of an organization’s mission in the face of active attack. An organization’s information technology, policies, procedures, personnel, and overall work context all exist to support the mission. Survivability must be maintained even as an organization’s objectives, structures, behaviors, or threat environment evolve over time, possibly in unexpected ways. This requires proactive change management strategies that help determine and, when possible, contain the effects of change.

3.1 Approach

Figure 3 outlines the general structures for documenting the survivability requirements derived from the overall organizational mission. Inputs include any generic survivability strategies that help ameliorate the significant risks associated with the threat environment of the technical architecture characterized by previous sector activities. The ultimate output of the Architectural Strategy sector is the conceptual architecture describing the system features needed to ensure that the mission is achieved given the threat environment characterized.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3: Architectural Strategy Formulation**

Survivability strategies are broad approaches to ensuring the survivability of information systems and mitigating the threats to mission success. Experience with real attacks on systems
through the years emphasizes the need to consider the big picture, including both the technology and its operational environment, in order to develop strong and cost-effective solutions [Anderson 01, Schneier 00b]. Survivability has three primary components: the detection of, the prevention of, and the recovery/adaptation to an attack. Preventive techniques such as authentication, authorization (access control), and encryption increase the resistance to attacks and are typically passive. The system response to an attack in terms of recovery of services or continued (possibly degraded) operations may be to change the system configuration or security policy, for example, to strengthen authentication or tighten access control. The responses in this context are active in the sense that the system must detect the attack and then actively reconfigure system operations to ensure mission success in the presence of the attack.

The distinction between passive and active strategies often partitions the architectural design effort. It is not unusual for a large system to have a security architecture that concentrates on the passive defenses. The security architecture encompasses support for user authentication and authorization, encryption, and management of networks with firewalls or specialized security configurations for applications such as databases or Web servers. Passive security is often connected with a physical architectural view. Often vulnerabilities are associated with implementation or administrative errors, so that many aspects of passive security arise late in the design cycle. The design of the security architecture can demand expertise in terms of identifying covert channels, management of distributed security and authorization, and key management for encryption. For large or complex systems, a security architect can be designated to design this segment of the overall architecture.

Active responses to an attack are typically the responsibility of the system architect rather than the security architect. The overall objective for survivability is to continue to support the mission. Survivability analysis identifies essential services, maps those services onto the system architecture, and identifies the impact of attack scenarios on those services and hence on the mission. The system architecture has to support continued service in the presence of attacks through redundant or alternative services or to provide data recovery services so as to restore full service following an attack.

The division of responsibility between the system and security architectures can be a source of confusion. Attacks could target the directory services that maintain system-wide authentication and authorization services. So the security architecture also has to provide active responses in terms of recovery or continued operation. The architectural style chosen for the system, such as using a central data store, affect the active responses and the options for the security architecture. The selection and weights given to passive and active strategies, as well as the selection of appropriate architectural styles, is a critical aspect of activities in the Architectural Strategy sector.
Activities in the Architectural Strategy sector also maintain the traceability of the mission-related requirements. As shown in Figure 4, mission objectives are traced through the mission threats down to the survivability requirements, which include both the quality and the structural requirements of Figure 3. The threats addressed are those identified in the Environmental Analysis sector. The Architectural Instantiation sector, described in the next section, is responsible for tracing the survivability requirements through the survivability architecture down to the individual component responsibilities. Since IAD is an iterative refinement process, the mission threats and survivability architecture may be only partially defined on any given iteration of the spiral. Therefore, the requirements definition and traces are incrementally refined as well. The requirements tracing can be conveniently documented in tabular format, as exemplified in Figure 5.

**Figure 4:** Top-Down Requirements Tracing from Mission Objectives

**Figure 5:** Example Mapping Tables
3.2 Supporting Techniques

3.2.1 Requirements Traceability

Requirements traceability has long been used to help ensure that a system's design and implementation conform to its requirements. However, perhaps even more important for our purposes, requirements traceability is essential to managing changes in a way that maintains an organization's survivability over time. In this broader context, requirements traceability can be defined as "a characteristic of a system in which the requirements are clearly linked to their sources (backward traceability) and to artifacts created during the system development life cycle based on these requirements (forward traceability)" [Ramesh 97]. In this definition, linkages are considered bidirectional. The Architectural Strategy sector is responsible for backward traceability, whereas the Architectural Instantiation sector is responsible for forward traceability, as we will explain in Section 4.

Traceability of requirements from an organization's mission helps determine a system's survivability dependencies. Studying the backward traceability of the requirements can help assess the impact of changes to an organization's mission or threat environment. Studying the forward traceability of the requirements can help assess the impact of changes to the system architecture. Conventional wisdom in the requirements traceability community dictates that traceability be maintained only for mission-critical requirements [Ramesh 98]. This wisdom is exactly aligned with the mission focus of survivability, since the organizational mission provides the starting point for TRIAD requirements tracing, as we will describe in the next section.

In summary, requirements traceability helps

- demonstrate that mission-critical requirements are satisfied
- identify the source and justification for each requirement
- understand the impact of errors and failures on the system's ability to achieve its mission
- understand the impact of change due to the evolution of the organization's objectives, structures, behaviors, or threat environment

Survivability requirements traceability requires a broader scope than typically adopted for general requirements traceability because of the breadth of the threats (e.g., from social engineering to technological compromise) and the countermeasures (e.g., from personnel, to procedural, to technological). Requirements must be consistently managed throughout the system lifetime to support continual risk management so that new threats and system operations do not lead to mission failure.
Usage Scenarios

Requirements may also usefully be described as a set of scenario descriptions in a way that helps map them onto the system architecture [Jacobson 99, Bass 01]. Potts describes scenarios as a sample execution of a system, the antithesis of specifications:

Whereas a specification describes behavior generally, a scenario exemplifies behavior by presenting specific, concrete episodes. Whereas it is possible to deduce scenarios from a specification, it is possible only to induce a specification from a collection of scenarios [Potts 95].

System requirements for both functional and non-functional requirements can be defined as scenarios. A thread through the scenario literature involving obstacle analysis deals explicitly with a negative view [Potts 95, van Lamsweerde 00]. Obstacle analysis identifies and analyzes obstacles to realizing usage scenarios. Intrusions, or attacks, can be viewed as an obstacle to the security of a system. Negative scenarios are sometimes used during obstacle analysis, but primarily only to show the reality of the obstacle [Potts 95, Weidenhaupt 98]. We discuss techniques that support the documentation of intrusion scenarios in Section 5.

3.2.2 Survivability Strategies

As described earlier, generic survivability strategies provide a useful advanced starting point for deriving system requirements from mission goals given a particular threat environment. There are many sources across the security and survivability literature of potential strategies for ensuring mission success. The RAND Corporation, for example, has published a method for improving the survivability of systems based on categories of predefined survivability vulnerabilities and techniques [Anderson 99]. Although RAND's method has not been applied extensively, the study surveyed a wide range of existing systems and research efforts on security and survivability to derive vulnerability and technique categories. Examples include, but are not limited to, redundancy, diversity, deception, identification and authentication, intrusion detection, recovery/adaptation, physical separation, logical separation, cryptographic separation, temporal separation, and personnel management. These strategies may be implemented manually (through human procedures), automatically (through technology), or through a combination of the two. The survivability techniques identified provide a good start at identifying strategies for building survivable systems that should be useful for IAD. Other work on survivability architectures should also provide useful input to the IAD process [Knight 00, Neumann 00].

3.2.3 Architectural Styles

The importance of architecture for survivability suggests the utility of defining architectural styles that promote survivability [Shaw 96]. An architectural style is primarily characterized by a set of components, a set of connectors, and a topological layout that determines runtime relationships [Bass 98]. Progress in the area of defining architectural styles may be useful in
characterizing survivability strategies. A system's survivability, however, depends more on
the workflow-based interaction of its components than the topology of its architecture. Main-
taining the workflows that support the essential services is critical. In addition, the focus of
survivability on the enterprise mission makes survivability requirements, by definition,
highly application-dependent. Defining survivable architectural styles is difficult since those
styles would have to reflect the broad variety of possible enterprise missions.

There are a variety of styles associated with a runtime view for an architecture. Client/server,
shared data, and pipe and filter are examples of general styles. A shared data style could use a
central database or a distributed data store. A shared data style is not likely to use diversity as
a general survivability strategy. It often is too expensive and too complex to support database
systems from multiple vendors. But data redundancy either logically or geographically is a
widely used technique to support the survivability of a data service. Systems can support
multiple styles. For example, a system that supports a common operational picture (COP)
probably supports both a shared data and a pipe and filter style. The sensors for such a system
are radars. A pipe and filter style is often used to model the flow of sensor data to a central
processing point where the various data feeds can be correlated and tracks created. The vari-
ous tracks are eventually consolidated into a shared data store that can be accessed from mul-
tiple locations. Survivability of the pipe and filter style depends in part on the survivability of
the communication links and the sensors, but also on analysis algorithms that can provide
useful output when some sensors or communications links are unavailable. The survivability
of shared data depends on the redundancy of the data store and communication to the users of
the shared information. The nature of the mission is a critical piece of the analysis. For shared
financial data, it could be a critical survivability requirement to restore the contents and main-
tain data integrity after an attack. For a COP, the immediacy of information is critical, so the
survivability requirement is expressed in terms of the time required to restore the display to
represent the latest information available from the sensors.

System architectural styles also affect the passive strategies and hence the security architec-
ture. A shared data style could require access control in terms of the data fields, while a pipe
and filter style likely operates at a level of granularity of the dataflow that uses that pipe. A
central data store for use by a geographically dispersed organization could also require cen-
tral management of authorization and authentication information via a directory service.

Some active strategies should have a significant impact on the security architecture. For ex-
ample, dynamic changes in security policies, such as changes in authorization in a distributed
system, could require central management of user security information so that a change could
be propagated quickly to all affected systems. Some of the active options could lead to sig-
nificant administrative costs for the security architecture.

The security architect has many of the same kind of decisions as the system architect. A com-
plex system will have multiple workflows that pass through a boundary controller such as a
firewall. It may be better to separate services and, for example, associate a firewall with each essential workflow implementing a distributed security architecture.
4 Architectural Instantiation Sector

The primary goal of the Architectural Instantiation sector (Sector II) is to develop a technical architecture that supports the survivability requirements and instantiates the conceptual architecture identified in Sector I. To do this, the passive and active survivability strategies used in Sector I are implemented in terms of available architectural primitives. These primitives may be available either commercially or through government-sponsored research and development programs. Sector II activities identify the responsibilities of individual components of the technical architecture that help achieve the survivability requirements. Refining requirements may involve tradeoffs in terms of costs or complexity of administration that may suggest refinements to the conceptual architecture. The conceptual and technical architectures taken together constitute the survivability architecture.

4.1 Approach

Figure 6 outlines the general structures for refining the technical architecture. Inputs include any survivability primitives that help instantiate the conceptual architecture, given the risks identified by previous sector activities. The ultimate output of the Architectural Strategy sector is the technical architecture describing the system technology and interconnections needed to implement the survivability requirements. Whereas Sector I activities proceed primarily top-down from the overall mission, this sector's activities proceed primarily bottom-up (or middle-up) by identifying survivability primitives to instantiate the conceptual architecture.
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*Figure 6: Architectural Instantiation*
Critical areas of consideration include

- the intranet, which includes the organization’s databases, applications, servers, workstations, internal networks, and procedures for their use
- the perimeter, which includes firewalls, gateways, and physical mechanisms that protect the organization’s intranet assets from external access
- the extranet, which includes any networks outside the perimeter that must be relied on to achieve the organization’s mission

Sector activities must maintain the traceability of the survivability requirements through the survivability architecture to the responsibilities of the survivability primitives, as shown in Figure 7. When combined with the Sector I requirements traces, the transitivity of the mapping relation ensures the traceability of the mission objectives to the component responsibilities. This traceability helps determine the impact of any changes to the system mission, threat environment, or architecture on the overall system survivability. Mapping tables can help to support this traceability, as described previously.

![Diagram](attachment:figure7.png)

**Figure 7: Bottom-Up Requirements Tracing from Survivability Primitives**

Following are some additional activities that may need to be carried out in this sector. Experience applying TRIAD to real applications will help both the researcher and eventual user understand these activities in more depth.

- Map passive and active strategies into the architecture.
  - Authentication and authorization can be centrally managed by a portal or can be the responsibility of each application.
  - Threats that exploit content, such as viruses, are countered by application-level monitors.
  - Application-level transactions support recovery from failures in communications.
  - There is a central boundary controller or an individual boundary controller for critical hosts or workflows.
- Match primitives with the system architectural style: data centered, pipe and filter.
  - Use a data field access control model for data-centered style.
  - Use central data recovery mechanisms for data-centered design.
• Identify architecture mechanisms that support proposed architectural strategies.
  – Use asynchronous messaging for communications among distributed processors.
• Incorporate threat analysis into the selection of architectural primitives. Demonstrate how
  primitives mitigate known risks; i.e., demonstrate that instantiation satisfies the theory of
  operation specified in the strategies.
• Refine requirements to reflect available commercial solutions.
  – Refine authorization and authentication requirements—portals, directory services,
    access control associated with databases.
  – Refine requirements and specify and develop preliminary architecture for boundary
    controllers—firewalls.
  – Identify architectural patterns: filters, proxy, roles, directory, wrapper, sandbox.
• Identify tradeoffs—e.g., administration costs, COTS software integration, ease of use for
  user and/or administrator, modifiability. COTS security tools currently have limited in-
  teroperability.
• Refine requirements for, specify, and develop preliminary architecture for system-wide
  administration. Centralized management for authentication and authorization could re-
  quire directory services.

4.2 Supporting Techniques

At the architectural instantiation level, developers need to identify a particular means to real-
ize the survivability strategies. We realize survivability strategies via survivability primitives,
similar to the way that attribute primitives support achieving quality attributes in an architec-
ture as described by Len Bass et al. [Bass 01]. There have been many listings of primitives
for ensuring system security through the years. Two recent works by Anderson and
Ramachandran are particularly noteworthy, the latter of which describes useful primitives in
the context of architectural design [Anderson 01, Ramachandran 02]. The IATF, described
earlier, also presents many security and survivability primitives graduated according to
strength of protection against malicious attack. Depending on the threat level expected and
properties required of the application domain, the framework recommends particular primiti-
tives along with the Common Criteria assurances for the system as a whole.

4.2.1 Quality Attribute Primitives

A widely held premise of the software architecture community is that architecture determines
quality attributes such as performance, reliability, and modifiability. The SEI is currently
studying the relationship between software architecture and quality attributes [Bass 00]. That
work addresses several questions:

• Why are architecture and quality attribute behavior so intrinsically related?
• What key architectural decisions affect specific quality attributes?
• How do architectural decisions serve as focal points for tradeoffs between several quality
  attributes?
The primary objective of the work is to systematically codify the relationship between architecture and quality attributes so as to achieve the following benefits:

- A greatly enhanced design process—both generation and analysis. During design generation, a designer could reuse existing analyses and determine tradeoffs explicitly rather than in an ad hoc basis. Experienced designers do this intuitively but even they would benefit from codified experience. For example, during analysis, designers could recognize a codified structure and know its impact on quality attributes.

- A method for manually or dynamically reconfiguring architectures to provide specified levels of a quality attribute. Understanding the impact of quality attributes on architectural mechanisms will enable designers to replace one set of mechanisms for another when necessary.

- The potential for third-party certification of components and component frameworks. Once the relationship between architecture and quality attributes is codified, it is possible to construct a testing protocol that will enable third party certification.

Bass characterizes the relationship between architecture and quality attributes using general scenarios and general mechanisms. General scenarios characterize quality attribute requirements in terms of a stimulus and a response measure. For example,

- A modifiability general scenario is spurred by changes arriving and results in their propagation through the system specification and implementation. Modifiability general scenarios reflect the various classes of change possible.

- A performance general scenario is spurred by events arriving and results in a response to the event with some latency. Performance general scenarios reflect the various classes of performance response required.

Bass proposes that a collection of such system-independent scenarios can serve to completely characterize a quality attribute requirement. Furthermore, general mechanisms exist for each quality attribute that can serve as primitives for architecting systems to satisfy attribute requirements. For example,

- Encapsulation is a general mechanism intended to primarily improve modifiability by limiting the ripple effect of changes.

- Replication is a mechanism intended to improve performance by reducing response time through locality or improving reliability by providing redundant copies of function or data.

The vision promulgated is that "for a given mechanism we can divide the general scenarios into those that the mechanism is intended to achieve and those that the mechanism impacts as a side effect. The analysis for the intended general scenarios explains how the mechanism achieves its result with respect to that general scenario. The analysis for the other general scenarios describes how to refine the general scenario in light of the knowledge provided by the mechanism. This refinement reveals side effects the mechanism has on other general scenarios" [Bass 00]. A codification of this information would be a useful resource for an architect designing a system to meet its required quality attributes. In particular, specializations of general scenarios, called specific scenarios, describe system-dependent quality attribute re-
requirements. Likewise, specializations of general mechanisms, called specific mechanisms, are the actual components used to design a system.

The validation of this approach is ongoing [Liu 01]. Nevertheless, the notion that mechanisms can serve as architectural design primitives for achieving a quality attribute has clear relevance to the design of survivable systems. A survivability general scenario is spurred by attacks perpetrated and results in resistance, recognition, and recovery so as to continue essential services. Survivability general scenarios reflect the various classes of requirements to resist, recognize, and recover from attacks. Instantiated attack patterns represent specific scenarios. We can form intrusions that may compromise system survivability by stringing together coherent, specific scenarios. The architecture refinement process that we define introduces survivability primitives into the architecture iteratively, to address attacks that target different elements and that require increasing degrees of attacker sophistication. Just as with other quality attributes, these mechanisms serve to satisfy survivability scenarios, which characterize survivability.

4.2.2 Architectural Views

Traditionally, architectural views document the expected usage of the system. While Sector I describes the general theory of operations for the system with respect to the identified threat scenarios, Sector II documents the technological implementation that supports those operations. Two example views are the component and connector view and the architectural resource view [Clements 02]:

- A component and connector view concentrates on the runtime behavior of the system. Components in this view include servers, clients, communication links, processes, and data stores. A component and connector view also has associated styles such as client server, central data store, or pipe and filter, which impact the choice and implementation of survivability strategies. A runtime view documents the normal behavior of the system for the essential services. Such a view can also be used to document intruder behavior and the roles of components such as applications, firewalls, and portals in the response to an attack. The runtime view also documents data flow, which can assist in data recovery after an attack.

- An architectural resource view maps the components and connectors onto hardware. The resource view can be used to map the workflow associated with an essential mission service onto the physical components. This mapping now supports vulnerability and risk analysis. For example, a vulnerability associated with a service could affect the other services collocated on a server. The security policies and operating environment associated with a physical resource are also critical to the analysis.
5 Environmental Analysis Sector

The primary objective of the Environmental Analysis sector (Sector III) is to assess at any stage of architectural refinement the impact of a potentially evolving threat environment on the system and its overall mission as described. A broad, but not uncommon, view of threat includes the potential harmful results due to malicious attack, user errors/lapses, technological faults, and natural disasters. Our current efforts limit the scope of the analysis in the Environmental Analysis sector to malicious attack, since threats due to unintentional acts, faults, or accidents are random events that can be analyzed with existing dependability and fault tolerance techniques. Malicious attacks, however, often involve the worst possible set of contrived inputs or actions delivered at the most inopportune time, resulting in mission failure.

5.1 Approach

Figure 8 outlines the general structures for representing and analyzing the threat environment in TRIAD. Inputs include any generic reusable attack patterns and any architectural descriptions from progress in previous sectors. The ultimate output of the Environmental Analysis sector, an assessment of residual risk, is derived by looking at the threat environment from three perspectives: threat dynamics, intrusions, and individual attacks.
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**Figure 8: Threat Environment Analysis**

Threat dynamics defines a holistic view of the threat environment. The objective is to provide an overview of the general influences that the threat environment can have on the ability of
the system to fulfill its mission. This big picture view permits analyzing dynamically the effects of

- changes in attacker activity
- system operational responses to attacker activity
- changes in system operations or architecture
- the availability of new data that characterizes perceived threats in a new light

The effects of primary concern are those that compromise the system's ability to achieve its mission.

Threat dynamics is based on a field of study called system dynamics, which has been used extensively to model the structure and dynamics of complex human-based systems [Sterman 00]. While system dynamics is widely applicable, it is most useful in systems that use derived information to exert feedback control over its resources. Such feedback control is a critical technique for building survivable information systems. Active defense strategies monitor attack activity and respond through a variety of recovery and adaptation techniques to ensure mission success. Thus, survivable systems control their information resources based partly on feedback from the attack-monitoring activity. System dynamics helps represent and analyze such feedback control but has generally not assumed the presence of hostile agents. Threat dynamics extends, or interprets, system dynamics to include explicitly hostile actions and the system operational response to such actions. Threat dynamics thus models the structure and dynamics of complex, human-based systems, of which the relationship between the Internet-based attacker community and Internet-based information systems is a specific example.

Elaborating relevant intrusions and attacks permits a more detailed analysis. We define an intrusion as a sequence of more primitive attacks that leads to a specific compromise of the system's mission. An attack may or may not be completely successful, but it always changes the state of the system in some way. An intrusion, on the other hand, always leads to a specific mission compromise through the execution of the sequence of at least partially successful attacks. Related intrusions can be conveniently organized into attack trees where the root of the tree describes the mission compromise to which the intrusions contribute [Schneier 00b].

Individual attacks can be broadly classified as to whether they are people-based, technology-based, or context-based. These attack classes, respectively, target

- people's wants, needs, capabilities, or perceptions. Examples include social engineering, semantic attacks, extortion, and physical harm. Such attacks can exploit greed, fear, or gullibility; corrupt morals; or incapacitate essential personnel.
- computing and networking technology. Examples include
  - network-based attacks: attacks on communication infrastructure and supporting services
- application-based attacks: attacks on the architecture component applications such as a Web server, email services, or supporting application infrastructure
- data-centered attacks: attacks on the data stream or content presented by transactions. Such attack patterns can exploit or corrupt data and services or disrupt or deny essential services.

- the context in which people perform their jobs. Examples include attacks on work support, customer demand, the value of corporate stocks, or legal constraints under which people and corporations work. Such attacks can exploit or deny critical resources or damage corporate market, capability, or assets.

The approach outlined above manages the complexity of the survivability risk analysis problem by focusing only on threats that can compromise the mission and only on vulnerabilities at a gross architectural level. The holistic nature of the threat dynamics starting point helps to ensure that all potential threat and solution areas are considered down to an architectural level of analysis. Threat dynamics provides a means for analyzing the effects of observed trends in attacker behavior. Linkages between the threats and the risk mitigators are preserved through the requirements traceability performed in the Architectural Strategy sector. Although, as we noted earlier, good incident and vulnerability data is increasingly becoming available, there are still large gaps in our understanding of intruder behavior. Our methods benefit from the availability of such data where it exists, but do not depend on it in order to provide useful insights into the impact of the threat environment on system operations. Threat dynamics analysis, and its system dynamics basis, can be performed in a qualitative, a quantitative, or combined manner [Wolstenholme 90, Coyle 00].

5.2 Supporting Techniques

5.2.1 Security Risk Analysis

Security risk analysis is an established field of study that involves the analysis of the threats to, and vulnerabilities of, a system and their potential impact on the system’s mission. The three primary elements of risk can be defined as follows [DoD 99]:

1. threat: any circumstance or event with the potential to cause harm to a system
2. vulnerability: a system characteristic that could be exploited by a threat to harm a system
3. impact: the extent of harm to a system that results from a threat’s exploitation of a system vulnerability

Risk is formally defined as “a combination of the likelihood that a threat will occur, the likelihood that a threat occurrence will result in an adverse impact, and the severity of the resulting impact” [DITSCAP 99].
For our purposes, then, a malicious threat can be viewed as any activity that exploits a vulnerability in a system and results in a negative impact on mission success. TRIAD involves survivability risk mitigation at an architectural level, and the Environmental Analysis sector involves survivability risk analysis in support of the mitigation. We do not “reinvent” security risk analysis, but leverage existing analysis techniques as appropriate. In the longer term, we hope to improve the accuracy and speed of risk analysis techniques by documenting commonly recurring attack patterns in a generic and reusable form.

Experience over the years in security risk analysis suggests a number of pitfalls to avoid [Soo Hoo 00].

- **Complexity.** Techniques often require explicitly considering all threats and vulnerabilities from the most common to the most obscure, without some screening with regard to likelihood or impact. The resulting complexity tends to overwhelm the analysis.

- **Incompleteness.** Techniques often ignore key aspects of the risk management problem or make incorrect assumptions about the problem domain. This may, for example, result in technological threats or solutions being emphasized over procedural ones.

- **Data unavailability.** Techniques often require obtaining precise, quantitative data on likelihood of threats and severity of impact. In the real world, such data continues to be inconsistently collected and reported, and highly uncertain even when it is. Using highly uncertain “estimates” in places where precise data is required often leads to obviously faulty results or, even worse, to very misleading, but plausible, nonsense.

- **Threat/countermeasure decoupling.** Techniques of managing security risk through the use of security technology best practices tend to decouple the countermeasures with the risk they are supposed to reduce. This lack of traceability makes it difficult to accurately assess the actual residual risk resulting from the use of those practices.

- **Static analysis.** Techniques generally deal only with the current threat environment with little regard to managing the system under changing threats. Increasingly rapid changes in the threat environment, which is characteristic of modern Internet-based systems, demand techniques that can be applied as part of an evolutionary design and maintenance life cycle.

There are, of course, no easy solutions to these problems. Early research in security risk analysis generally promoted comprehensive solutions that became overly complex. More recent approaches simplified the methods at the expense of completeness [Soo Hoo 00]. While we make no claims to having solved these problems, we believe our approach to threat analysis takes a balanced approach that makes inroads to managing the risk analysis problem from the survivability perspective.

---

2 Henceforth, we refer to “malicious threat” simply as “threat,” since this is our primary focus. We specifically refer to “non-malicious threats” where that distinction is needed.
5.2.2 System Dynamics

System dynamics is one model that can help describe and enable understanding of the impact of an evolving threat environment on the operation of a system. The originator, Jay Forrester, developed system dynamics to show how a model of the structure of a human activity system and the policies used to control it could be used to deepen our understanding of the operation and behavior of that system [Forrester 61]. System dynamics has been used extensively since then as a general modeling tool to enable better understanding of the structure and dynamics of complex human-based systems, particularly in the area of business strategy and public policy [Sterman 00]. Preliminary literature searches have yielded very little work that applies system dynamics to study the effectiveness of information technology. One of the few works in this area describes an approach using system dynamics to study the impact of introducing a management information system on an organization's business objectives [Wolstenholme 93]. We are aware of no work using system dynamics to study the threat environment or its impact on system operations.

Nevertheless, system dynamics does appear to help with the documentation and analysis of the threat environment, the area that we call threat dynamics. The simplest form of qualitative problem description and analysis in system dynamics is the influence diagram, which is based on feedback loops. Figure 9 illustrates a feedback loop that describes an aspect of the behavior to control the vulnerability of Internet-based systems [Arbaugh 00]. Starting at the "effectiveness of vulnerability exploit" element at the lower left-hand side of the figure, we see that effectiveness positively influences the rate of publication about the vulnerability, in the sense that an increase in effectiveness leads to an increase in publication (perhaps due to increased media attention) with all other things being equal. Likewise, increased publication leads to increased incentive to fix, and the ultimate availability of relevant patches. This leads to patching of systems, which in turn reduces the effectiveness of the vulnerability exploit (all other things being equal). The delay in patching, signified by the "D" along the arrow on the right side of the figure, is a trend that has been described as a major reason for heavy Internet-based attack activity, and the general vulnerability of the Internet. Nevertheless, the overall feedback loop described is a balancing one (indicated by the negative loop symbol in the center), in that patching generally helps to control overall Internet vulnerability.

![A Feedback Loop for Controlling Vulnerability](image)

Figure 9: A Feedback Loop for Controlling Vulnerability
System dynamics influence diagrams can be composed as illustrated in Figure 10. The right side of the figure shows the influence diagram described above. The left side shows a feedback loop that describes an effect of the vulnerability publication rate on the publication of exploit tools and, ultimately, on the attacker exploit of the vulnerability. This is an example of a positively reinforcing feedback loop as indicated by the positive loop symbol in the center of the feedback loop. This figure illustrates a great debate ongoing in the Internet community as to whether publishing vulnerability data helps or hinders the overall security of the Internet. Recent analysis indicates that delays in patching are the primary cause of Internet vulnerability, while the publication of vulnerability data is a secondary driving force [Arbaugh 00]. The diagram does not, of course, help resolve the debate since it is strictly qualitative in nature.

Figure 10: The Effects of Vulnerability Publication on Internet Vulnerability

Figure 11 presents an example of the use of system dynamics to characterize the impact of recent trends in the threat environment on an eBusiness’s recent decline in profits, despite an attempt to use more stringent technological security controls to curb high customer repudiation rates. The analysis indicates that while increased security might control fraudulent transactions, it also drives customers away. This is a plausible scenario if, for example, the eBusiness required digital signatures, for non-repudiation, on all transactions. Most customers will go somewhere else before subscribing to the third-party certification of digital signatures that would be required to do business with the company. In this case, therefore, the likely result would be that the increases in profit due to lower rates of repudiation (arrow from repudiation rate to profit, bottom-left) would be overtaken by decreases in profit due to loss of customers (arrow from customer loss rate to profit, lower left side).
5.2.3 Intrusion Scenarios

Intrusion scenarios involve interactions from the adversary’s view, a negative view with respect to system functionality, rather than a normal legitimate user’s view, a positive view. We define an intrusion scenario as a description of people and systems interacting in a way that characterizes malicious behavior causing harm to an organization. A related technique called abuse cases leverages the use case concept of the Unified Modeling Language™ (UML) for information security [McDermott 99]. The most common view is that a use case is a general specification of a set of related concrete usage scenarios. Abuse cases are to use cases as intrusion scenarios are to usage scenarios; i.e., they take an adversary’s view rather than a user’s view. Therefore, we can view abuse cases as a standard way to describe a set of related intrusion scenarios. UML explicitly identifies actors in a use case diagram and shows how these actors interact with the system. Attackers correspond to the actors of an abuse case diagram. Abuse cases describe these malicious actors in detail according to their resources, skills, and objectives.

The large number of intrusions possible for any nontrivial system necessitates a scheme to organize related intrusions. Attack trees provide such an organizational scheme [Salter 98, Schneier 99, Schneier 00b]. They refine information about intrusions by identifying the compromise of enterprise security or survivability as the root of the tree. The ways that an attacker can cause this compromise are refined incrementally as lower level nodes of the tree. For example, suppose that a malicious competitor to an eBusiness may compromise that business’s ability to make a profit selling their product by

- hampering development of the product
- disrupting sales of the product
- undermining customer demand for the product

Each of these attack classes can be refined as a separate branch of the attack tree.

---

Unified Modeling Language is a trademark of Rational Software Corporation.
A system typically has a set, or forest, of attack trees that are relevant to its operation. The root of each tree in a forest represents an event that could significantly harm the system's mission. Each attack tree enumerates and elaborates the ways that an attacker could cause the event to occur. Each path through an attack tree represents a unique intrusion on the enterprise. We decompose a node of an attack tree as one of the following:

- a set of attack subgoals that is represented as an AND decomposition. All of these goals must be achieved for the attack to succeed.
- a set of attack subgoals that is represented as an OR decomposition. If any of these goals is achieved, the attack succeeds.

We represent decompositions graphically as shown in Figure 12. The AND-decomposition represents a goal $G_0$ that can be achieved if the attacker achieves all of the goals $G_1$ through $G_n$. The OR-decomposition represents a goal $G_0$ that can be achieved if the attacker achieves any one of goals $G_1$ through $G_n$. In practice, we often represent attack trees textually, since the graphical representation can be awkward for nontrivial attack trees. Figure 13 shows the high-level attack tree for the eBusiness described above.

---

**Figure 12: Attack Tree Representation**
Figure 13: High-Level eBusiness Attack Tree

Attack trees consist of any combination of AND- and OR-decompositions. We generate individual intrusion scenarios from an attack tree by traversing the tree in a depth-first manner, an example of which is shown in Figure 12. In general, leaf goals are added onto the end of intruder workflows as they are generated. OR-decompositions cause new workflows to be generated. AND-decompositions cause existing workflows to be extended. Intermediate nodes of the attack tree do not appear in the intrusion scenarios, since they are elaborated by lower level goals.

Attack trees allow the refinement of attacks to a level of detail chosen by the developer. They exhibit the property of referential transparency as characterized by Prowell:

> Referential transparency implies that the relevant lower level details of an entity are abstracted rather than omitted in a particular system of higher level description, so that the higher level description contains everything needed to understand the entity when placed in a larger context [Prowell 99].

This property permits the developer to explore certain attack paths in more depth than others, while still allowing the developer to generate intruder workflows that make sense. In addition, refining the branches of the attack tree generates new leaves resulting in intruder workflows at the new lower level of abstraction. The notion of referential transparency is critical to managing the complexity inherent in attack tree representations by constraining the refinement to an architectural level of abstraction.
6 IAD Model Context

This section describes how TRIAD can be applied in practice. Section 6.1 illustrates how to instantiate the generic TRIAD model for use in a specific development environment by assembling the sector activities and structures in an organized manner. Section 6.2 describes how TRIAD can be used in the context of more comprehensive system development life cycles.

6.1 Model Instantiation

TRIAD, as described in Section 2, is very generic in nature, partitioning the design space into three primary sectors: Architectural Strategy, Architectural Instantiation, and Environmental Analysis. Sections 3 through 5 described in more detail the primary activities that need to occur and structures that need to be documented in each of the model sectors. These activities and structures could be assembled into a specific, working model in many ways. The details of the best assemblage will depend largely on the domain of application and the skills of the development team. Nevertheless, Figure 14 illustrates one approach that is still very general, but shows how one might start the IAD spiral process, followed by iteration through the sector activities, and completing when an acceptable degree of residual risk is determined. A similar illustrative model could be developed for enhancing an already existing architecture into one with improved survivability properties.

Figure 14 shows three iterations of the spiral, culminating in acceptable residual risk. The first iteration shown in the center of the figure starts the process off at a very high level of abstraction by characterizing overall mission objectives, the general concept of operations, and any structural constraints or external interfaces with which any architecture will have to conform. The idea at this point is not to necessarily have a firm idea of how the survivability of the mission would be ensured, but just to get a general idea of what the information system needs to accomplish and some idea of how this can be done within existing constraints. Sector III activities of this first iteration involve establishing who the adversaries to the organization are likely to be and, from a high-level point of view, how they may impact system operations. Threat dynamics, as discussed previously, should be useful in this preliminary analysis.

The second and third iterations of the spiral in Figure 14 cycle through the major sector activities. They cover strictly development concerns and do not deal with how they might be integrated with evolution and maintenance processes—the subject of the next section. As in-
dicated, the generic survivability strategies will play a primary role in mitigation analysis and the derivation of survivability requirements from this analysis. Survivability primitives are central to establishing the technical architecture in Sector II. Requirements traceability plays a major role in Sector I, through the top-down tracing of mission objectives to system operations, and in Sector II, through the bottom-up tracing of component responsibilities to the survivability requirements. Generic attack patterns provide a foundation for the threat dynamics analysis and attack tree refinement of Sector III. All of this information informs the residual risk assessment, which must also establish the likelihood and severity of potential attacks.

Figure 14: Example Model Instantiation

As mentioned previously, we justify the basis of TRIAD in the spiral model since survivable systems development is a domain in which the best directions for refinement are very unclear during the early stages of system conception and refinement. Experimentation and analysis is needed before a solution can be found with an acceptably small degree of residual risk of mission failure. The specification and analysis performed within each sector is gradually refined based on the experience of the previous iteration. Greater or fewer iterations may be
necessary, depending on the details of the specific application. We now turn to how we expect TRIAD design activities to be integrated with the general system development life cycle.

6.2 Model Incorporation

TRIAD deals with only a small, but important, part of the survivable system development life cycle. In particular the model does not deal specifically with
- the implementation, evolution, or maintenance of the derived survivability architecture
- functions or properties required or desired of the system that do not contribute to the mission
- survivability-relevant failures due to internal faults or accidents
- program risks, such as funding or development team shortfalls, that are not due to malicious activity

Incorporating TRIAD into an overall system development and maintenance (SDM) process will help to resolve many of these issues. A detailed approach of how to do this depends largely on the details of the system problem domain and the development environment, and is beyond the scope of this report. We do, however, discuss some of the issues involved to provide a basis for formulating a comprehensive SDM process that incorporates IAD concepts. Fortunately, iterative spiral models are as useful for characterizing system maintenance (or enhancement) as they are for system development [Boehm 88].

As mentioned previously, the development of high-confidence information systems in complex settings where the impact of intrusion failure is severe demands an iterated, risk-driven process like the spiral model to gradually resolve uncertainties in the most efficacious manner. Using TRIAD in the context of a comprehensive SDM spiral can proceed in two primary ways (see Figure 15):

1. viewing TRIAD as an up-front mini-spiral. In this case, execution of the IAD process leads to an advanced starting point for the larger SDM spiral.
2. unrolling TRIAD activities and documented structures into the first few cycles of the SDM spiral. In this case, a more comprehensive integration of the two processes occurs.

The first of these methods is possible due to TRIAD's focus on mission. We believe that mission-related survivability requirements must be used to determine the overall shape of the architecture and must, therefore, be the focus of the initial iterations of the design process. Functions or properties required or desired that do not contribute to the mission must fit within the parameters defined by the survivability architecture and must not significantly lower the confidence that the system owners have in that architecture.

The first method described above does not specifically permit considering risks associated with non-malicious activities or events during the refinement of the survivability architecture. TRIAD can be extended in a fairly straightforward manner to deal with survivability-related
non-malicious failures and accidents. Threat dynamics modeling and analysis of the impact of external failures and natural accidents can proceed in much the same manner as for malicious attacks. Accurately predicting the impact of internal faults on the mission may require specifying greater detail of internal operations in the threat dynamics model. In addition, attack tree modeling can be easily extended with fault tree analysis to analyze faults and accidents at a lower level of abstraction, because of the parallels between the two techniques.

Figure 15: TRIAD in SDM Process (1) as Mini-Spiral or (2) Through Integration

Non-malicious program risks, such as resource shortfalls, are more difficult to handle with the first approach, since TRIAD deals only with operational risks during architecture formulation. Choosing the second approach is appropriate if program risks are high or if effectively dealing with them explicitly within the process cannot be postponed until after architecture formulation. In this case, integrating IAD activities into the first few cycles of the comprehensive system development spiral permits resolving program risk early on, before too many resources are expended in a programmatic dead end.
7 Conclusion

This report outlines an IAD model, called TRIAD, for systematically refining information system architectures in complex, potentially unbounded, domains to prevent, monitor, detect, and adapt to known and hypothesized patterns of attack. TRIAD facilitates planning for the inevitable change to the threat and operational environment and helps trace the effect of change back to the survivability requirements and architecture. The spiral structure of the model iterates through three sectors of activity for developing architectural strategies, for instantiating the architecture using architectural primitives, and for analyzing the impact of the threat environment on system operations. TRIAD can be incorporated into the full system development life cycle either as a separate up-front mini-spiral or by more fully integrating design activities into the life-cycle process.

Although TRIAD presents only a broad-brush sketch of IAD activities, it provides a starting point for the further refinement, experimentation, and validation of an approach to exploit our understanding of intruder behavior to improve system architecture design and operations. In the near term, we plan to continue to explore the viability of and refine TRIAD through its application to the focused analysis of very specific problem situations. Each example will involve the identification of a specific problem situation, a TRIAD analysis and mitigation of that situation, and a characterization of the improvement gained through the analysis and mitigation. The improvement characterization will be a comparison of the problem situation before and after TRIAD analysis and mitigation.

By focusing on a specific problem in a narrow domain, we expect to get quick feedback on the efficacy of the model and insights into how to improve it. Feedback will help us understand the relationship and dependencies among sector activities and data. Different problem/mitigation approaches will be investigated in the examples to increase the experience gained and insights gleaned, e.g., passive versus active defenses, military versus commercial domains, COTS versus custom solutions, and technological versus procedural countermeasures. In each case, the problem situation will be restricted to a particular malicious threat and its impact in the domain of interest. We expect this focusing to streamline the TRIAD mitigation and analysis to one iteration of the full model, with little or no formal requirements tracing, thus ensuring the relative expediency of results.

Later work will involve a full-scale application of TRIAD to demonstrate its scalability to more complex problems. This demonstration requires assembling the TRIAD activities and structures into a working system development life-cycle model appropriate to the application
domain and development environment. This report documents one approach that shows how one might start the TRIAD spiral process, followed by iterations through the sector activities, and completing when an acceptable degree of residual risk is determined. In addition to refining TRIAD based on the full-scale application, we plan to develop a tutorial for its use, with relevant examples, and initiate transition of the technology to an interested organization. Documentation of these TRIAD case studies and a detailed set of guidelines for TRIAD’s application in varied settings should help make a compelling case for the model’s use and transition. Ultimately, with evidence of its efficacy, we expect that TRIAD will be integrated with more comprehensive life-cycle models for the development and maintenance of high-confidence systems.
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High confidence in a system's survivability requires an accurate understanding of the system's threat environment and the impact of that environment on system operations. Unfortunately, existing development methods for secure and survivable information systems often have a patchwork approach in which the focus is on deciding which popular security components to integrate rather than making a rational assessment of how to address the attacks that are likely to compromise the overall mission. This report proposes an intrusion-aware design model called trustworthy refinement through intrusion-aware design (TRIAD). TRIAD enables information system engineers to use known and hypothesized attack patterns to iteratively improve and continually maintain system survivability, even as the system and threat environment evolve over time.